The ranges and radiation yields given in this report were obtained in the continuous-slowing-down approximation (csda). In this approximation, energy-loss fluctuations are neglected, and electrons are assumed to lose energy continuously along their track, with a mean energy loss per unit pathlength given by the stopping power. The csda range (in g cm-2 ) is evaluated from the expression
and represents the average pathlength 22 traveled by an electron as it slows down from an initial energy, To, to a final energy, Tf. The choice of Tf should, in principle, be adapted to the purpose for which the range is to be used. For example, if one wanted to know how far electrons can travel while they are capable of ionizing atoms of the medium, it would be appropriate to set Tf equal to the lowest atomic ionization potential.
The stopping powers needed for the evaluation of ro from Eq. 10.1 are available from the Bethe theory only down to some intermediate energy T j , and the part of the integral from T = T j to Tf must be obtained by an approximate estimate. Fortunately, this residual range is relatively small so that a simple approximation is sufficient. We have followed Nelms (1956) in assuming that the integrand [Seo!(T) + Srad(T)j-l, in Eq. 10.1, is zero at T = 0 and can be interpolated linearly to its 22 There is a small difference between ro(To ~ T f) and the mean pathlength. For example, it has been determined through Monte Carlo transport calculations that in a water medium the actual mean pathlength down to a final energy T f = 12.6 eV is about 1 % greater than ro(To ~ Tf) for To > 10 keV. value at T = Tj. The range is then given by
JTf where the first term is calculated according to Eq. 10.1, and the second term is the residual range. The range tables give results obtained with Ti = 1 keY and Tf = O.
For some materials it is possible to avoid the crude approximation used above for residual ranges below 1 ke V, and to rely instead on estimated low-energy stopping powers. Calculations for water vapor, polystyrene, aluminum, and gold were made using data from Figs. 8.1,8.3, and 8.5. As shown in Table 10 .1, the ranges ro(To -0) from Eq. 10.2, for initial energies To = 10 keY, actually are quite close numerically to the more accurate ranges calculated with a final energy Tf "" 10 eV (an energy roughly comparable to the lowest ionization potential in many materials).
The radiation yield (also called bremsstrahlung efficiency) is the fraction of the initial energy, To, of an electron that is converted to bremsstrahlung energy as the electron slows down to rest. The csda yield is given by
In the evaluation of this expression one is again faced with the difficulty that neither Seo! nor Srad is known accurately below an intermediate energy Tj = 1 keY.
The assumption is made that Srad(Seo! + Srad)-l is zero at T = 0 and increases linearly to its value at T = T j • 
